SPRING 2016
Undergraduate City and Regional Planning

CRPLAN 2110: CREATING INNOVATIVE CITIES AND REGIONS
Usher
Make a direct impact on the City of Columbus this autumn. Meet the movers and shakers who make things happen in the city’s neighborhoods and leave your mark on Columbus! This course is designed to be a fun and engaging and only requires a willingness to make Columbus a better place. Be prepared to go on informative field trips where you will experience engaging and hands-on real-world projects in places like the Short North, Downtown, Franklinton and more! This class will help you become an innovator and begin your career as a thought-leader in planning field.
3 credit hours

CRPLAN 2210: SUSTAINABLE URBANISM
Conroy
Globalization is changing cities, economies, social networks, and the environment. Technological innovation, entrepreneurship, and policy making guides the future of sustainable cities.
3 credit hours

CRPLAN 3500: THE SOCIALLY JUST CITY
Reece
Too many cities are split between the haves and the have-nots. Explore how to reduce poverty, increase access to public services, and create a high quality of life for all residents.
3 credit hours

CRPLAN 4461: LATINO URBANISM AND THE REINVENTION OF THE AMERICAN CITY
Lara
This course examines a new urban trend in the U.S. relevant to diverse academic fields, from urban and planning studies, to sociology and cultural studies: Latino Urbanism. As an interdisciplinary subject of inquiry, scholars trace the impact of the Latino populations, those with historic roots that predate the English colonization and those who have migrated from Latin America and the Hispanic Caribbean since the early 20th century, on the configuration of U.S. cities.
This course will examine Latino communities and diversity themes in a variety of contexts, from cultural and historical debates about major public spaces to a wide range of contemporary debates—including debates about the privatization of public space; about racial inequality in the provision and management of parks; about opportunities for political demonstrations in contemporary cities; and about the regulation of behavior by unpopular groups like street vendors, day laborers, and ethnic businesses.

Crosslisted in Spanish and Portuguese. Co-taught by Ignacio Corona.

3 credit hours

CRPLAN 4597: THE GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT IN PLANNING

Instructor: Deniz Ay

A review of challenges in developed and developing countries, examining planning issues associated with economic development, social equity, growth and rural development.

GE cross-disciplinary seminar course.

3 credit hours

CRPLAN 5100: TECHNOLOGY IN DESIGN

Cartwright

Title: Applied GIS for Planners

Introduction to GIS for undergraduate Planners. Build the knowledge and skills to visualize and analyze data for planning projects. Learn how to interface CAD and GIS to create more precise projects.

Open to undergraduate students only.

2 credit hours

CRPLAN 5100: TECHNOLOGY IN DESIGN (SESSION 1)

Cartwright

Title: Advanced Site Design

As the design of planned site becomes more complex, the use of computer aided technologies has risen to aid planners in creating more effective site designs. This workshop will be using Civil 3D and AutoCAD as the foundation software to integrate higher detailed site data and design.

1 credit hour
CRPLAN 5100: TECHNOLOGY IN DESIGN (SESSION 2)

Cartwright

Title: Data in Motion

Simple infographics have permeated the world’s culture. They are used in presentations and many different types of media to help people understand complex data. While the majority of these graphics are static images, the data can be difficult to understand or even display in such a format. With the use of Adobe Flash and After Effect, Students will create motion/animated graphics of data to solve more complex data visualization.

1 credit hour

CRPLAN 5400: PLANNING FOR HOUSING

Kleit

This course focuses on the dynamics of planning for housing, with a focus on affordable housing and its interrelationships with social problems in the United States. By the end of this class, you’ll be able to:

Discuss the dynamics and definitions of affordable housing.

Describe housing problems in the U.S., both locally and nationally.

Recognize the social and economic impacts of housing on people’s lives.

Explain how the U.S.’s devolved system of housing provision and finance delivers both market-rate and affordable housing.

Identify federal, state, and local housing programs used to increase the affordability of housing.

Evaluate the role of the third or social housing sector in housing provision.

Explain the role of housing in enabling or preventing access to opportunity for minorities and low-income individuals.

Discuss the role of housing in neighborhood planning and revitalization.

Judge the equity implications of housing policies.

Analyze community housing needs.

3 credit hours

CRPLAN 5890: WORKSHOP IN CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING

Kleit

Title: Housing and Community Development Dialogue

Housing and Community Development Dialogue: This interdepartmental seminar focuses on issues of housing and community development. Students will prepare readings each week for
discussion of topics from residential mobility to affordable housing to community economic development to approaches to poverty alleviation in housing and community development. Students who attend this class must also attend the Columbus Housing Dialogue, a monthly meeting the 4th Tuesday of the month from 8am-9:30 am in the community. Other weekly class meetings will be set at the convenience of the students and the instructor. See housingdialogue.org.

1 credit hour